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I. INTRODUCTION 
Suppose that A u B is an amalgam, and that A, B are finite p-groups. 
If  A u B can be embedded in a finite p-group C there is a homomorphism 
of the free product F of A and B, with the amalgamation U = A n B, 
into C. The kernel of this homomorphism is a normal subgroup of F which 
intersects A and B trivially, and is therefore a free gr0up.l It follows that F 
is residually a finite p-group, and hence is residually nilpotent. Conversely, 
since F is generated by a finite number of elements of p-power order, if it is 
residually nilpotent it is residually a finite p-group, and hence the amalgam 
A u B is embeddable in a finite p-group. The object of this note is to give 
a simple internal condition on the amalgam for these equivalent conditions 
to hold. 
If  H is a subgroup of the finite p-group G, and (GJ = (G, , G, , ..., G,) 
is a chief series of G, the distinct terms of the series (H n G, , H n G, , ‘.‘, 
H n G,) form a chief series of H, which we write H n (GJ. Moreover if K 
is again a subgroup of H, 
K n (GJ = K n (H n (G,)). 
In particular, if the amalgam A U B is embeddable in the finite p-group C, 
then, choosing any chief series (CJ of C, we can construct chief series 
(Ai) = A n (CJ and (BJ = B n (CJ 
of A and B such that, if U = A n B, U n (AJ = U n (BJ. Our main 
object is to show that this necessary condition for embeddability is also 
sufficient. That is, we shall prove the theorem following, where the equi- 
valence of conditions (i) to (iii) and the fact that these imply (iv) are trivial; 
the business part is that conversely (iv) implies (iii). 
1 This follows from the theorem of H. Neumann [2], but can also, probably more 
easily, be proved directly. 
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THEOREM. Let A v  I3 he an amalgam of finite p-groups A, B with 
A I? B = U. Let F be the free product qf A and B with the amalgamation U. 
Then the following four statements are equivalent. 
(i) F is residually nilpotent. 
(ii) F is residually a finite p-group. 
(iii) A v  B is embeddable in a$nite p-group. 
(iv) There exist chief series (A;) of A and (Bi) of B such that 
U n (A,) = 0’ n (Bi). 
COROLLARY 1. If  0’ is cyclic statements (i) to (iii) hold. 
For in this case U has only one chief series, so (iv) must be true. This 
answers a question put to me in a letter by G. Baumslag. 
Next, if U is a subgroup of a group G, we denote by Auto (U) the image 
of the normalizer of U in G in its natural homomorphism into the auto- 
morphism group of U. 
COROLLARY 2. If  U is normal both in A and in B, then (i) to (iii) hold I.. 
and only if Aut, (U) and Aut, (U) generate a p-group. 
If  /I u B is embeddable in the p-group C, then Aut, (U) and Aut, (U) 
are contained in the p-group Aut, (0’). Conversely, if Aut, (U) and Aut, (U) 
are both contained in the p-group Ii, we form the subgroup HU of the 
holomorph of CT, and lay a chief series of it through cr. The portion of this 
series below U is a chief series of U consisting of subgroups which are normal 
alike in A and in B, and therefore extensible equally to a chief series of A and 
a chief series of B. Thus condition (iv) of the theorem holds, and the corollary 
is proved. 
II. EXTENSIONSAND WREATHPRODUCTS 
If A U B is an amalgam, with A n B = U, a subamalgam of A u B is an 
amalgam X u Y with X < 4, Y -< B and .Y n C: = Y n U. The sub- 
amalgam is normal if X is normal in A and Y in B. There then exists a factor 
amalgam (A/X) u (B/Y), where UX/X and UYjY are identified via their 
natural isomorphisms with CT/L: n X --= U/U n Y. Now if X is a 
normal subgroup of A, and a/X ‘v H, A can be embedded in the wreath 
product X LV H [I]. It might therefore be supposed that if the normal sub- 
amalgam X u Y can be embedded in the group T and the factor amalgam 
(A/X) U (B/Y) in H, then A u B can be embedded in T cu H. It is easy 
to give examples to show that in general this is false. However, the proof of the 
theorem can conveniently be based on a lemma (Lemma 2 below) which says 
that it is true if in addition we have C n .Y = 1.’ n E’ccntral both in A and 
in B. 
\Ve first define wreath products and construct the embeddings in 
the most convenient way. If  X, H are groups the set XH of maps 
of I1 into X is a group under coordinate-wise multiplication (i.e., definingfg 
by ir(/z) =f(h) g(h)) and admits H as a group of automorphisms, by 
,f”l(h) =-f(h,h). The wreath product X j H is then the subgroup HXH of 
the holomorph of XH, so that its elements are pairs (h,f), h in II, f  in XH 
with the multiplication rule (h, , fJ (h, , fi) == (h,h, ,,f’;2f2). 
I f  0 is a homomorphism of a group d into a group II with kernel X a 
couztermup to 0 is a map 0” (not necessarily a homomorphism) of If  into A 
such that O*O is an endomorphism of If  qu2 left d&space. That is, such that, 
for 0 in A and 12 in 11. 
Countermaps always exist, for if the images ho* are chosen arbitrarily for h 
in a set of representatives of the cosets AOh, (1) merely prescribes the cosets 
of X from which the remaining ho+ are to be chosen. For fixed a in A an 
element f,, of XH is defined by 
fn(h) = [(&I h) O*]-’ n hO*, 
since by (1) the right hand side is in the kernel of 0. It is easily verified that 
the map a - (uO,fo) embeds A in X ri H. \Ve describe this as a standard 
embedding of A in X x Ii. 
I f  now U is a subgroup of A, the restriction of 0 to U has kernel U n X, 
and so gives rise to standard embeddings of U in (CT n X) c\> H. But there 
is a natural embedding of (U n X) IX N in X c\‘ H, so we may think of 
them as embedding U in X T N. 
LEMMA 1. Let U be a subgroup of A and 0 a homomorphism of A into H. 
Given any standard embedding u - (uO,,f,) of CT in X cc H zL’e can j&d a 
standard embedding a - (~8, ga) of A in X K H such that for u in U, h in H, 
f,&(h) and g,(h) aye conjugate in A. 
Let the standard embedding of CT be made with the countermap q* 
to the restriction of 0 to U; and let 8* be a countermap to 0. Define the map w 
of H to A by 
hB* = hP* . hw. 
For u in U and h in H we have 
(~0 . h) P*O = u0 h?*fl 
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and 
whence 
(~0 h) By0 ~:= u0 hO*O, 
(~0 h) w0 = hw0. 
That is, w0 is constant on the cosets UOh. Now multiplying O* by any func- 
tion from H to X yields another countermap ST. Clearly we can choose the 
function from H to X so that, if hOT =m_ hp*hq , not only wi0 but even wi 
is constant on the cosets U6h. If a ---P (~0, g,,) is the standard embedding of A 
in X N H formed with the countermap 0; we have, for u in U, h in H 
gl,(h) = [(uO . h) O;]-’ u h0; 
= [(uO . h) wJ’ [(uO . h) q*]-l u hy* hwl 
= (hQ1.f,,(h) hw, 
as required. 
COROLLARY. If U n X is contained in the center of A any a standard 
embedding of U in X CG H can be extended to an embedding of A in X cv H. 
Forf,(h) E CT n X, so that then glL -= fi, . 
LEMMA 2. Let X v Y be a normal subamalgam of the amalgam rZ U B, 
zuhere A n B = U, and suppose that Z := U n X = Ii n Y is central both 
in A and in B. If X U Y can be embedded in T and (A/X) u (B/Y) in H, 
A u B can be embedded in T ‘1‘ H. 
The embedding of (A/X) u (B/Y) in H gives homomorphisms 0 : A --f H 
and 9 : B -+ H which agree on U. By the corollary to Lemma 1, a standard 
embedding of C’ in Z J.> H can be extended to embeddings of A in X q‘ H 
and of B in Y c\) H, and hence of both in T I-\) H, as required. 
III. PROOF OF THEOREM, AND REMARKS 
We now prove that (iv) of the theorem implies (iii), using induction on the 
product of the orders of A and B, since if these are both 1 the theorem is 
trivial. 
Then A, B have designated chief series, since we are assuming (iv), and we 
take A, , B, to be the groups of order p in these series. If A, is not contained 
in U, we put A, = X, and 1 : Y, and if B, is not contained in U, we put 
1 = X, B, = Y. (If neither A, nor B, is contained in U we can put alter- 
natively A, = X, B, = Y.) The hypotheses of Lemma 2 hold since Z = 1; 
and we can take T to be the direct product X x Y. Moreover, the amalgam 
(A/X) u (B/Y) satisfies (iv) taking as designated chief series the series 
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(Ijl(i;X) and (B,/Y) where (A,), (Bi) are the designated series in il, B. Thus 
by the induction hypothesis we can take H to be a p-group. Then I’ c\’ H 
is a p-group, and we are home. If, finally, both A, and B, are contained in 
l’ then il, 1: B, , since 
i.: n (A,) = P n (B;), 
and we take X = Y = A, = B, . Again the conditions of Lemma 2 hold, and 
the inductive hypothesis enables us to take H to be a p-group. As 7’ we can, 
of course, take X. Thus the theorem is completely proved. 
The argument, as may be verified easily, in fact proves slightly more. 
Il’amely, if the amalgam A u B satisfies (iv) it can be embedded in a finite 
p-group C with a chief series (C,) such that 
(AJ = iz n (C,) and (Bi) I= B n (C,). 
It is useful to notice this when considering the possibility of extending the 
theorem to amalgams of more than two groups. Two cases arise. 
First we can consider an amalgam A, u A, u ... u A,; such that Schreier’s 
theorem guarantees that its free product exists. That is, the amalgam is the 
union B U C of subamalgams 
B = A, u A, u .‘. u A,, c = A,s,, u “’ u *4,< 
of the same kind, with B n C = A, n Asil . In this case it is easy to see, by 
induction on K, and using the above remark, that a condition analogous to 
(iv) ensures the embeddability of the amalgam in a finite p-group. 
In general however, as may be seen by construction of examples, the 
analogue of (iv) does not ensure embeddability in a group at all; and it 
seems highly unlikely that it could ensure that an amalgam embeddable, as it 
were by chance, in some group or other is necessarily embeddable in a finite 
p-group. 
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